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On-skin Loop Antenna for Next 5G
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Abstract—Backscattering-based communications are promis-
ing solutions for large scale body-centric monitoring systems,
for the low power requirements and the simple and lightweight
electronics. Currently, UHF frequency band represents the golden
standard, mainly thanks to the well assessed Radio Frequency
IDentification (RFID) technology. However, early studies pro-
posed the exploitation to the upcoming 5G communication infras-
tructures to overcome the limitations in bit-rate and bandwidth
and the need of a dedicated reading platform to interact with
the tags. The aim of the work is to experimentally verify, from
the antenna perspective, the possibility to adopt the 5G 3.6
GHz frequency band also for the next generation body-centric
backscattering systems. An epidermal loop antenna is hence
designed and prototyped. Measurements in real conditions, e.g. on
the human body and through a custom testbed emulating a real
backscattering link, are presented as well as statistical analysis
on human variability. Results over five volunteers confirm the
possibility to read the epidermal tag up to 1.2 m, hence enabling
monitoring within a medium-size room.

Index Terms—backscattering communications, epidermal elec-
tronics, body-centric systems, 5G

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the framework of Internet of Things (IoT), Healthcare

(H)-IoT [1] is becoming a particularly attractive opportu-
nity. Nowadays, a network of body-worn devices and sensors
can connect ourselves with the external world seamlessly
and continuously gathering information about our health and
activity. Biophysical data can be directly collected on the skin
[2] through devices capable to sample the human sweat to
retrieve pH, lactate, electrolytes and cortisol or by performing
temperature, breath, ECG and EMG measurements [3]. A crit-
ical challenge toward this vision is to design devices that can
be easily deployed on the body and run autonomously without
impacts on energy supply and costs: battery-less solutions and
lightweight and simple electronics appear hence mandatory.
Backscatter communication [4], [5] is gaining popularity as
a suitable solution to fulfill such a need [6], especially when
commodity signals are exploited. Devices based on ambient
backscatter communications (ABSCs) [7] can communicate
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with each other by modulating and reflecting surrounding
signals that are broadcasted from ambient RF sources such
as WiFi, Bluetooth and Cellular mobile phone, hence improv-
ing interoperability and spatial and technological flexibility.
Additional opportunities could arise from the exploitation
of Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 5G
communication systems [8], [9]. Several backscattering archi-
tectures were recently stimulated by the improved bandwidth
[10], by massive multiple input multiple output (M-MIMO)
antennas, by beamforming capabilities of the 5G [11], and by
the possibility to easily create personal area networks through
access points and personal devices [12] communicating over
multiple frequencies and services [13]. Although a standard
modulation scheme is still missing, early investigation and
experiments demonstrated the advantages of the proposed
platform in terms of read distance [14], [15], bitrate [16] and
coverage [17].
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Fig. 1. Layout of the reference Epidermal Loop including the internal gamma-
match transformer. Top view (a) and side view (b) with the detail of the shell
in Ecoflex and the multilayered phantom simulating the human body. Relative
permittivity, electrical conductivity, thickness (Skin 1 mm, "r = 36.92, s =
2.08 S/m - Fat 3 mm, "r = 5.16, s = 0.16 S/m - Muscle 31 mm, "r = 51.32,
s = 2.65 S/m).

The potential of using 5G backscattering communication
was investigated in [18] also for bodycentric systems, with
particular focus to epidermal battery-less sensors. Theoretical
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achievable performances were compared with the ones offered
by the well assessed epidermal RFID sensor tags operating in
the UHF (860-960 MHz) [19] band. In spite of the higher
free space attenuation, S-band (3.6 GHz) on-skin antennas
would be suitable to provide comparable read distances, while
boosting smaller layouts and much higher data rate. Early
experimental tests in simplified reference conditions (i.e.:

over human body phantom and by measuring only S11 and
S21 parameters of half antennas over ground plane [20])
demonstrated that, similarly to UHF band, optimal antenna
configurations exist also in the S-band and that much better
performance could be achieved by using array configurations
[21]. However, the numerical outcomes still need to be demon-
strated in realistic conditions, namely when a true matched
antenna is placed on the skin and a backscattering link is
established with a 3.6 GHz radio.

To close the circle, this paper describes an extensive exper-
imental campaign with a reference on-skin antenna aimed at
corroborating the above numerical findings. More specifically,
a reference � � loop is here designed and prototyped. Like
conventional epidermic devices, the antenna is encapsulated
into a biocompatible polymer and stacked directly on the
skin of different male and female volunteers. Gain and input
impedance are measured on several on-body positions and
compared with measurements performed over reference phan-
tom to statistically evaluate the effects of human variability. By
exploiting a custom setup based on a Software Defined Radio
and a modulator, the backscattering reader-tag link at 3.6 GHz
is emulated to retrieve the differential radar cross section of
the antenna. Measurements are finally used to i) corroborate
the theoretical expectation in terms of maximum achievable
gain, ii) evaluate the robustness of the S-band backscattering
link against the effects of the human body and finally iii)

compare the performances with the ones of typical epidermal
UHF antennas in terms of expected read distance and antenna
footprint.

The paper is organized as follow: the design, the prototype
and the test in reference configurations of the epidermal
antenna are discussed in Section II. On-body measurements
are then described in Section III and discussed in terms of
achievable performance in Section IV.

II. REFERENCE 3.6 GHZ LOOP ANTENNA

Without loss of generality, the reference epidermal antenna
(Fig. 1a.) comprises a squared ��loop of side L and an
internal Gamma-match transformer hosting the feeding point.
The Gamma-match guarantees a fine control of the input
impedance, an improved bandwidth and simultaneously en-
ables the connection to the unbalanced coax cable [25]. A
capacitor C in series to the gamma-match strip is finally
included to compensate the inductive reactance introduced
by the short-circuited transmission line formed by the loop
element and the gamma strip. Although flexible substrates
would be more suitable to on-skin placement, a 0.6 mm

FR4 (✏r = 4.3, tan� = 0.025) PCB is here considered for
the sake of robustness and the easiness of fabrication and
measurements. Similarly, to make the antenna more compliant
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Fig. 2. On-skin square loop. Optimum gain (a) and S11 (b)
{L,w,L1, L2, w1, d} = {13.5, 1, 6.95, 5.21, 0.4, 0.5}.

with the human body, the FR4 profile is rounded and the
prototype is encapsulated within a 2.2 mm thick layer of
Ecoflex 00-30 [26], namely a biocompatible silicone rubber-
based polymer with adhesive properties whose dielectric pa-
rameters ✏r = 2.8, tan� = 0.02 were estimated from [27].
Overall, the loop is placed at a distance of u = 0.8 mm from
the body, as in (Fig. 1b.). The antenna is designed by the
help of FDTD simulations (performed with CST Microwave
Studio), including an 80x80 mm

2 3-layers body phantom as
visible in Fig. 1b.

A. Design

The design of the antenna is accomplished by a two-steps
procedure. First, by considering only the external loop, the
optimal size of the antenna in terms of gain is identified
by acting on the length L of the side. Results are shown in
Fig. 2a. An optimum value Lopt exists for L = 13.5 mm,
corresponding to Gmax = �6.3 dBi and a radiation efficiency
⌘ = �11.7 dB⇠ 8%. In agreement with typical epidermal
loops [19], [28], when L = Lopt, a symmetric distribution
of currents is excited (inset of Fig. 2a.). Two facing sides
host in-phase currents that produce radiation and power loss
in the body. The other two sides host currents with opposite
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phase and contribute only to the power loss. Nulls are located
in the middle of the non-radiating sides leading to a linear
horizontal polarization. Optimal values are in agreement with
what expected from [18].

For the optimal loop size, the input impedance is then
optimized by acting on the Gamma-match strip length L2
and on the value C of the SMD capacitor in series with
the strip. The former mainly impacts on the real part of the
input impedance, the latter instead determines the resonance
frequency f (Fig. 2b). Since backscattering microchips are
not yet available at 3.6 GHz, the antenna was matched to
ZL = 50 ⌦. By considering C = 0.25 pF and L1 = 6.95 mm

(other parameters are listed in the caption of Fig. 2), the
resulting input impedance is Zin = 50.7�j0.6 ⌦ @ 3.6 GHz,
corresponding to |S11| ⇠ �45 dB and a relative bandwidth
B�10dB ⇡ 31%. It is worth noticing that the capacitance
C sensibly affects the resonance frequency of the antenna.
Tolerances and uncertainties of real components could hence
make necessary post-designing tuning, e.g. by slightly chang-
ing the value of the selected discrete capacitor. However,
the impedance transformer leads to a large bandwidth, with
benefits in compensating typical detuning effects due to human
variability [19]. Broadside gain of the final configuration is
G ⇡ �8 dBi.

B. Prototype

A prototype of the loop was manufactured through the
4MILL300 ATC milling machine. A SMP connector, a
micro-coax cable for connecting to VNA and a Murata
GJM1555CHR27BB01 capacitor were integrated on the board.
The Ecoflex shell was obtained by pouring the liquid polymer
into a plastic mold containing the antenna and the cable. The
sample was then stored at ambient temperature for 4 hours
to cure the elastomers. Resulting prototype is flat and pretty
uniform. The resulting device is visible in Fig. 3.

S11 was measured by a vector network analyzer (MS2024A)
when the antenna was attached onto a cubic body phantom
(cooked pork with estimated parameters ✏r = 40 and sv =
2 S/m [18]). To reduce the impact of the cable, this was
passed through the phantom, that therefore acts as an absorber,
and then connected to the VNA behind. The antenna required
marginal manual tuning to 3.6 GHz by acting on the capacitor
C = 0.4 pF to compensate for uncertainties in realization,
components and phantom. A not negligible impact is expected
to be given by the coaxial cable who turns right in the middle
of the loop. Nevertheless, an acceptable match was obtained
(Fig. 4a.), in agreement with the simulations especially in
terms of operating frequency. Instead, the measured bandwidth
B�10dB ⇠ 9% ⇡ 32MHz is lower respect to the expected
one, probably due to the usage of real components, connector
and cable. A particular note must be devoted to the equivalent
phantom and the uncertainties related to its dielectric proper-
ties, especially in terms of losses. Respect to the estimated
one, the phantom seems to have a lower conductivity. By
considering also the not perfect control in Ecoflex thickness,
the reduced measured bandwidth could be hence explained.

Radiation performance was estimated by applying the gain-
comparison method [25]. For this purpose, a reference linearly

Fig. 3. Prototype of the epidermal loop. a) Bare PCB with the SMA micro
connector and the SMD capacitor. The hole is necessary to the insertion of
the coaxial cable; b) antenna and coaxial cable embedded within a 2 mm-tick
Ecoflex layer. The pouring of the Ecoflex was done on the complete layout,
comprising the antenna, the capacitor, the SMP connector and the coaxial
cable properly passing through the hole such to be positioned behind the
antenna.

TABLE I
DETAILS OF THE VOLUNTEERS

Subject Sex Age Body Mass Index (BMI)
1 M 26 21.95
2 M 24 22.9
3 M 22 17.59
4 F 22 19.96
5 F 22 19.47

polarized folded patch antenna with a central radiating slot
(Fig.5) [29] was designed, prototyped and fully characterized
in terms of S11 and gain in different configurations (in free
space, on ground plane and on the human body phantom).
Reference patch was then measured on the same body phantom
and in the same geometrical arrangement of the loop under
test. As in conventional on-body antennas, due to the reflective
features of the human body, radiation pattern (visible in Fig. 4
b) presents a main lobe in the off-body direction. The obtained
maximum gain and beamwidth are Gmax ⇠ �7.2 dBi and
BW�3dB = 105�, respectively. Results are in agreement
with the simulations (|Gmax�sym �Gmax�meas| ⇡ 1 dB).
Polarization is linear with a co-polar/cross-polar ratio higher
than 10 dB in the broadside direction.

III. ON-BODY MEASUREMENTS

The performance of the epidermal loop were evaluated
directly on the human body when the antenna was placed
on different regions, namely armpit, knee, palm, back of the
hand, and elbow (Fig.6). To evaluate the human variability,
measurements were carried out on five males and females
volunteers, as detailed in Tab. I. A total of 25 measurements
were processed.
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a.

b.

Fig. 4. a) |S11| and b) gain on the � = 0 plane of the epidermal loop
embedded into the Ecoflex measured in semi-anechoic chamber onto a cubic
body phantom (inset of a.).

Fig. 5. Measured Gain of the reference patch antenna placed in different
configurations. Measurements were conducted through the StarLab 18 in
Microwave Vision Italy.

Fig. 6. On-body measurements. For each volunteer five positions on the body
were considered .

The S11 was measured in the 3.2-4 GHz band (Fig. 7). To
further reduce the impact of the cable, it was passed again
through gaps around the arm, leg, and fingers so that it was
further shielded by the body and then connected to the VNA
behind.

For each position, the body configuration affects the mea-
surements of the five volunteers, with variations in both
frequency peak and amplitude. However, results are on average
in agreement with the one measured in reference condition. At
3.6 GHz —S11— is lower than -10 dB in every measurement,
with an average bandwidth of about 12%. Fig. 8 shows
the distribution of the resonance frequency. Generally, with
respect to the measurements on the phantom, a slight decrease
of the peak is measured, regardless of the position. The
mean value and the standard deviation are 3.55 GHz and
0.1 GHz, respectively, with a 100% of probability that the
peak frequency lays in the 3.3 � 3.8 GHz 5G S-band range
[30].

Similar consideration can be done for the gain, evaluated
thorough the comparison method in the broadside direction
(results in Fig. 9). As in the UHF band, the anatomical
configuration of the different body regions, and the variable
physiques (identified by the BMI in Tab. I) produce variations
of the maximum achievable values. Except for subject 3, the
maximum gain in the broadside direction ranges between �6
and �9 dBi (Gavg = �7.3 ± 1 dBi), in agreement with
the measurements on the phantom. The best performances are
achieved when the antenna is placed in the armpit region and
on the hand. In the former case, it is reasonable to presume
an improvement of the antenna directivity since it is backed
and surrounded by a large scattering object (human torso and
shoulders). In the latter case instead the presence of low lossy
tissues underneath the skin (thick corneum layer and bone)
produces a better radiation efficiency since losses are reduced.

A. Radar Cross Section

The reflected power of the tag in the direction of the receiver
can be measured by its radar cross section [16]. In case
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Fig. 7. Measurements of the S11 epidermal loop on the body of the five
volunteers and for different body positions.

Fig. 8. Distribution of the peak frequency of the reference loop when placed
onto different body positions of 5 volunteers.
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Fig. 9. Measurements of the broadside gain G(0,0) of the epidermal loop on
the body. For each subject, dark circle indicates the average value.

a.

b.

Fig. 10. Measurement setup for the �rcs. A Universal Software Radio
Peripheral interrogates in bi-static configuration the epidermal loop worn by
the volunteer. a) Scheme, b) example of the received spectrum. Setup in the
inset.

of backscattering through modulated impedance, scattering is
related to the difference among the signals reflected back in
the different impedances states. The differential radar cross
section is �rcs = �2G2

T
⇡ M , with GT the gain of the antenna

and M = 0.25 | �match��un�matched |2 the load modulation
index related to the reflection coefficients � in the matched
and un-matched state, respectively. The higher the difference
between the modulation states, the higher the scattered power
is, but the lower the power transferred to the load.

By following the measurement method in [31] that considers
the backscattering antenna under test and an illuminating
reader, �rcs can be retrieved by using classical radar equation
as:

�rcs =
Pr

PtG
2
R

(4⇡)3d4

�2
(1)

with Pr the power of the received modulated backscattered
signal, Pt the power entering in the reader transmitting an-
tenna, GR the gain of the reader transmit/receive antennas,
and d the distance to the tag.

Since dedicated RFID readers and microchip transponders
are not available for 3.6 GHz RFIDs yet, a custom testbed
operating in the S-band was exploited [29], whose functional
scheme is visible in Fig. 10a. The setup consists of two mod-
ules: a reader system based on Universal Software Radio Pe-
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Fig. 11. Measurements of the �rcs of the epidermal loop on the human
body. For each subject, dark circle indicates the average value while filled
gray triangle indicates the theoretical value evaluated from the measured gain.

ripheral (USRP) NI2901 by Ettus ResearchTM, and a two-state
impedance modulator to be connected to the tag antenna. The
reader has a bi-static configuration and generates a continuous
wave (CW) at carrier frequency fc = 3.6 GHz; it transmits
PtGR = 2mW . Both receiving and transmitting reference
antennas are the folded patches previously described in Section
II. The modulator switches between Zmatch = 46.5 + j19 ⌦
and Zun�matched = 300 � j259 ⌦, with the modulation
index M = 0.2 and a switching frequency fm = 100 kHz.
Receiving and transmitting reader antennas were placed at
a distance d = 50 cm from the body (Inset of Fig. 10b.).
The RF spectrum of the backscattered signal consists of the
carrier frequency fc and the modulated components centered
at fc ± fm (Fig. 10b). After down-converting the signal and
filtering out fc with a DC-block, the amplitudes of the in-phase
(I) and quadrature (Q) components of the signal are used to
measure the received power level Pr, upon calibration:

Pr =
I
2 +Q

2

Z0
, (2)

with Z0 being the input impedance of the receiving antenna
(Z0 = 50 ⌦); the �rcs is then computed using (1).

The measured �rcs in the different body positions, and
for the different subjects, are reported in Fig. 11. As for the
gain, the higher values are achieved when the tag is placed
in the armpit region, while the lower ones are for hands
and elbow. The scattering contribution of the body is hence
evident. Despite the human variability, �rcs is quite stable in
the considered band, on average around �47 dBsqm, and in
agreement with the expected theoretical results evaluated from
the previously measured gains.

IV. PERFORMANCES ANALYSIS

Being the communication completely passive, i.e.: based
on the backscattering of the impinging waves, communication
link is generally limited and subjected to several degrading
effects. The two-ways link can be described by the Friis and
radar formulas [24]. Denoting with pt and pr the transpon-
der and reader sensitivities, respectively, the maximum read
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Fig. 12. Estimated read distances of epidermal loop placed on the human
body. Direct a) and reverse b) links are evaluated starting from the maximum
gain and rcs measured on different volunteers.

distance is the minimum between the maximum forward link
range d

max
F , and the maximum backward link range, d

max
B

[24]:

d
max = min

8
<

:
d
max
F = �

4⇡

q
PtGRGT ⌧T ⌘p

pt

d
max
B = 4

q
�2

4⇡3

PtG2
R�rcs⌘2

p

pr

(3)

where ⌘p is the polarization mismatch between reader and
tag antennas and ⌧T = (4RmatchRloop)/ |Zmatch + Zloop|2 is
the power transfer coefficients at the ports of the loop antenna,
respectively. Since 5G-oriented electronics for backscattering
radios are not yet available, it will be hereafter assumed
that the sensitivities of current state-of-the-art UHF-RFID
components (pt = �15 dBm [32] and pr = �82 dBm [33],
[34]) could be achieved in the future 5G bands and with the
maximum power allowed from the reader PtGR = 36 dBm.

The forward and backward link ranges, based on the previ-
ous on-body measurements, are summarized in Fig. 12. The
forward read distances span within a 0.8 � 1.2 m range
depending on the body parts and the subjects. Due to the
power required to activate the IC, backward link is more than
2 m higher than the forward one hence, as in the UHF band,
the communication bottleneck remains the forward link [16],
unless battery assisted configurations are considered.

Results for all body parts of all users are summarized
through the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Func-
tions (CCDFs) that give the probabilities to achieve a given
value of read distance regardless the position and the subject.
Fig. 13 suggests that these tags can be read, with a probability
of 70%, from a distance of nearly one meter.

Finally, it is worth noticing that the estimated read distances,
even the smallest ones (80 cm), can be considered compliant
with the exposure limits, as computed in [18]. For a reader
emitting 36 dBm through a patch antenna placed 20 cm far
from the body, the computed average Specific Absorption Rate
(SAR) in 1g of tissue is well below 0.5W/kg, with a peak at
the eyes level, in correspondence of the aqueous humor and
a sharp attenuation in the first 10 mm of tissue. Such values
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Fig. 13. Complementary Cumulative Distribution Functions (CCDFs) of the
maximum read distances of the epidermal sensor on five volunteers.

TABLE II
UHF vs S-BAND COMPARISON

Band Footprint Radiation efficiency �f0 dmax �d
[mm2] [m]

UHF 900 3%-6% 7% 1.7 65%
[19] [28], [35] [19] [19] [36] [36]

S-band 300 8% 2% 1.2 35%

must be compared with the FCC conservative restriction of
1.6W/kg averaged over 1g.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Extensive experimental characterization of a reference on-
skin loop definitively confirmed the numerically foreseen
performance of epidermal backscattering communication in
the sub-6 GHz 5G band.

A detailed comparison with UHF epidermal antenna is
visible in Tab. II. Optimal antenna footprint is almost a tird
of the one in UHF band for loops placed 0.1 � 0.5 mm far
from the body , while the radiation efficiency is higher. In the
S-band, the antenna is more robust against inter/intra human
variability for both input impedance and gain. In comparison
with the UHF band, the impact of the human body is less
effective. Indeed, the spread of the resonance frequency over
the considered body position is less than 2%, confirming
the positive shielding effect of the human body at higher
frequencies.

By considering the electronics constraints of both typical
UHF ICs and readers valid, similar read distances are expected.
Distances are compliant with the monitoring in a small room
or with an on-the-fly acquisition through door gates. In spite
of the small size (Ap ⇠ 300 mm

2), the best achievable
read distance (d = 1.2 m) is fully comparable with that
of a three-times larger UHF antenna. Inter-user variability of
read distance is half that of the UHF antenna in comparable
arrangement so that retuning mechanisms [19], [36] are not
mandatory in the S-band.
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